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INTRODUCTION
The Power of Live Event Data: How event professionals leverage technology to capture and
analyze data, learn deep insights about attendee patterns, and enhance the attendee experience.
Technology and the ability to analyze data and measure event performance has transformed the
event and meetings industry. From pre-event to on-site to post-event, technology is improving the
live event experience across the entire event ecosystem.
Using technology to effectively capture and analyze event data is the most important trend and
biggest opportunity for the industry.
As part of a series of cutting-edge research reports, The Power of Live Event Data, developed by
Cvent and Event Marketer, further explores the powerful combination of events and technology.
The report covers how event professionals are using technology and mobile event apps to capture
and analyze data, learn deep insights about attendee patterns, and enhance the entire event
and meeting experience.
The report includes insights and benchmarks on:
• How data is captured and used in each stage of the event cycle – pre-event, on-site, and post-event.
• Importance of integrating data captured from attendees' digital and physical footprints.
• Social media channels used to engage attendees pre-event, on-site, and post-event.
• What event professionals and attendees most value from mobile event apps.
• How well event professionals believe they are accessing and using feedback from their audiences.

To access this unique information, a survey of 600+ leading event producers, meeting planners,
and corporate event marketers was conducted between July and August 2017. Unique to this new
study is a separate analysis of how attendees and delegates are engaging with and gaining value
from mobile event apps and other key event technologies.
Cvent and Event Marketer thank all of the respondents for their invaluable contribution to the study.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Capturing and analyzing data is one of the biggest trends in every industry throughout the world
today. The event and meetings industry is also undergoing a major shift from being a qualitative to
more quantitative and data-focused industry. The relationship between data, digital communications,
and physical events is very powerful. As the data in this report shows, event professionals understand
this shift and the opportunities better data collection and analysis provides, especially in terms of
audience development and as a way to enhance the overall attendee experience.
The issue is there is a large gap between what event professionals know they need in terms of
data collection, integration, and analysis and their platforms and ability to gain insight from their
data. In fact, 75% of event professionals feel they are missing out on integrating a wider range of
data and information to build out and use more complete attendee profiles. Event professionals
need the right data platform and education on how to do this effectively.
Some of the other key research findings and insights from the report include:
•

Eighty-one percent of event professionals say integrating data from attendees' digital and physical
footprints is extremely/very important – but only 20% feel their organizations are extremely/very
effective at this integration process.

•

Sixty-seven percent of event professionals say they find value in integrating attendee data with their CRM
systems. This is followed by 66% saying they see value in integrating event data with social media.

•

Event professionals feel they need to be more effective at collecting and using attendee data. Only
29% of event professionals say their organizations are extremely/very effective at collecting data
compared to 23% that say they are extremely/very effective at using their event data.

•

Most events can do better at tracking and understanding what their attendees actually do while at
their events. Only 38% of event professionals say they understand extremely or very well what their
attendees do on-site.

•

Event Attendee Survey Insights: On-site technologies provide a better experience for attendees.
Eighty-eight percent of attendees agree on-site technologies, such as self-service registration kiosks,
improve their event experience.
The Power of Live Event Data
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I. EVENT PROFESSIONAL
SURVEY FINDINGS
The main challenge facing event professionals for many years
has been attracting and growing high quality attendance at their
events and meetings. As a result, the number one area of event
innovation is focused on gaining attendee insights to enhance
the attendee experience and maximize the organizational value.
The findings from The Power of Live Event Data clearly shows
the event industry's intense interest in using technology to
capture and analyze attendee data. But it also shows there is a
knowledge and implementation gap. A stark example of this is
seen in the research findings directly below.

81% of event professionals say integrating
data from attendees' digital and physical
footprints is extremely/very important
– but only 20% feel their organizations
are extremely/very effective at data
integration. The interest is very high, but
the execution is not. Event professionals
need the right data platform and education
on how to do this effectively.
The Power of Live Event Data
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IMPORTANCE OF INTEGRATING ATTENDEES' DIGITAL AND PHYSICAL
FOOTPRINTS TO CREATE A MORE COMPLETE ATTENDEE PROFILE
Survey Question: How important is tracking and connecting your attendees' digital engagement
and their physical engagement at your events? That is, better integrating their online digital
footprint and on-site physical footprints to create a complete attendee profile.
Event professionals say overwhelmingly the opportunity to improve audience data collection
and analysis is very significant, although there is a considerable amount of progress to be made.
Overwhelmingly event professionals agree tracking and connecting attendees' digital engagement
including web visits, social media interactions, and email opens, and their on-site physical
engagement such as sessions attended and exhibitors visited is extremely or very important.

2%
5%
12%

47%

Extremely important, critical
Very important
Important
Somewhat important

34%

Not at all important

EVENT PROFESSIONAL EFFECTIVENESS AT TRACKING AND CONNECTING
ATTENDEES' DIGITAL AND PHYSICAL FOOTPRINTS
Survey Question: How effective is your organization at tracking and connecting attendees' online
digital and physical event footprints?
While tracking and connecting attendees' digital and physical footprints is considered critical, a
majority of event professionals feel their organizations are simply not effective in this area. The
disconnect suggests event professionals are experimenting in this area, or not doing much at all,
and they feel they could be more effective.

20%

5%
15%

Extremely eﬀective
Very eﬀective
Eﬀective

34%

25%

Somewhat eﬀective
Not at all eﬀective

The Power of Live Event Data
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The opportunity is to better understand and serve attendees, and also provide enhanced data
and information when applicable to marketing, sales, exhibitors, and sponsors. Attendees want as
personalized event communications and seamless on-site experiences, as they do with online and
offline retail and interactions with other industries and services.

EVENT PROFESSIONALS ARE MISSING OUT ON BUILDING AND
USING FULLY INTEGRATED ATTENDEE DATA PROFILES

NO

25%

Survey Question: Do you feel your organization is missing out on building and
using full attendee prospect profiles that integrates a wider range of attendee data?

YES - 75%

Exactly three out of four event professionals feel their organization is missing out by
not integrating a wider range of attendee data to build out and use attendee profiles.

THE VALUE OF COMPLETE ATTENDEE PROFILES
By collecting more data and integrating an attendee’s digital engagement with their physical
footprint at an event, event professionals can do the following more effectively:
•

Targeted messaging, special offers, and communications.

•

Improve education content programming.

•

Foster two-way communication with attendees.

•

Provide more data and insights to marketing and sales.

•

Deliver more value to exhibitors and sponsors.

•

Better track event performance and ROI.

•

Provide more seamless service before, during, and after events and meetings.

The Power of Live Event Data
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PRE-EVENT DATA COLLECTED FROM ATTENDEES
Survey Question: Which of the following data do you collect from your attendees pre-event?
While nearly nine out of ten events are collecting attendees' full contact information, this data table shows
that most are not collecting much else, especially in terms of product and service interest, decision-making
level, educational session topics, and social media handles. These findings raise the following questions:
1.

Are event producers lacking the technology and registration capacity to capture this additional important
information – or a are they simply not seeing the need for this data?

2. Are event producers concerned about asking for too much information from their attendees?

Full contact information
Industry sector or segment
Product and service interest
Decision-making level
Interest in meeting with partners/sales reps at event
Answers to sales-qualifying questions
Event session learning selections or preferences
Social media handles/screen names
Interest in attending other events
Timeline of buying interest
Budget
Additional contacts at company the attendee works at
Other

5%

29%
26%
24%
22%
22%
20%
19%
17%

36%
35%

61%

88%

EVENT ATTENDEE SURVEY INSIGHTS:

INFORMATION PROVIDED BY ATTENDEES TO MANAGEMENT BEFORE THE EVENTS
Interestingly, a higher
percentage of attendees say

TOP FIVE

86%

they provide their product
interest, decision-making
level, session selections,
and interest in attending

43%
FULL
CONTACT INFO

PRODUCT
NEEDS/WANTS

42%
DECISIONMAKING LEVEL

38%
EVENT SESSION
LEARNING
SELECTIONS
OR PREFERENCES

other events, in comparison

32%
INTEREST IN
ATTENDING
OTHER EVENTS

to what event producers say
they ask from their
attendees pre-event.
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HOW PRE-EVENT DATA IS COLLECTED
Survey Question: How do you collect attendee data pre-event?
The registration process is the main pre-event data collection method, which is not surprising. Yet, less
than one-third of event professionals are using other methods to collect attendee data before their
events and meetings. These findings suggest event professionals may not see the value of collecting and
integrating this data, and they may not have access to the right technology platforms to do this effectively.

73%

Registration questions
Social media
Database search
Pre-event survey

31%

31%

30%

Website users, hits, and activity

25%

Prior event feedback survey

19%
12%

SMS messaging

8%

Webinars/webcasts

HOW PRE-EVENT DATA IS USED
Survey Question: How do you use data collected pre-event?
Pre-event attendee data is used to inform a number of areas. The top three areas, which were selected by over
half of the respondents, are to forecast attendance, inform marketing messaging and targeting, and improve
the attendee experience. Between 41% and 43% of event professionals use pre-event data for audience
demographic analysis, to develop social media posts, and provide data to partners, sponsors, or exhibitors.

Attendee forecasting

56%

Marketing messaging and targeting

51%

Improving attendee experience

43%
42%
41%

Audience demographic analysis
Social media posts, activity
Data for partners/sponsors/exhibitors

34%
32%

F&B planning
Networking opportunity programming

18%
18%

Hotel room block forecasting and tracking
Programming educational sessions
Other

65%

3%
The Power of Live Event Data
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ON-SITE DATA COLLECTED FROM ATTENDEES
Survey Question: What data are you collecting from attendees on-site during the event?
Clearly, registration plays a key role collecting data on-site. Exactly half of the respondents track
educational session attendance, and 46% collect session ratings and feedback during the event.
Additionally, between 36% and 42% of event professionals say they are conducting on-site surveys,
tracking social media activity during the event, and counting networking event attendance.

70%

Registration data
Session attendance

50%

Session ratings and feedback

46%

On-site surveys

42%
36%

35%

31%

Social media activity

27%

Networking event attendance
Exhibit hall traﬃc and meetings
Mobile event app usage

3%

Other

HOW ON-SITE DATA IS COLLECTED FROM ATTENDEES
Survey Question: How do you collect on-site data?
According to the survey respondents, on-site data is mainly collected via traditional registration desks,
followed by surveying attendees on-site, tracking social media activity, and scanning attendees’ badges.

Traditional registration deck
On-site survey
Social media posts, engagement, activity
Badge scanning, lead retrieval, lead capture
Automated, self-service registration/check-in
Educational session ratings and feedback surveys
Mobile event app polling, survey
Mobile app analyics
Website users, hits, and activity
Interviews, focus groups
QR code scanning
Live polling
Kiosks/touch screens
Matchmaking platforms
Attendee movement tracking/heatmapping
RFID/NFC wearables
Beacons
Other

39%

71%

32%
31%
27%
24%
23%
21%
20%
15%
14%
13%
11%
10%
9%
5%
4%
3%
The Power of Live Event Data
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HOW ON-SITE DATA IS USED
Survey Question: How do you use data collected on-site?
On-site data is mainly used to plan future events, measure event success, and for follow-up
communications. Most event teams are not using their data to make immediate changes or inform
communications during the event.

67%

Planning future events

66%

Event success measurement

58%

54%

Follow-up marketing communications

52%

Marketing future events

48%

Improving attendee experience

39%

Information for sales follow-up

32%
26%

Customer research/market analysis
Data for partners/sponsors/exhibitors
Make immediate event experience changes

1%

Other

POST-EVENT DATA COLLECTED FROM ATTENDEES
Survey Question: Which of the following data are you collecting from your attendees post-event?
By far the most collected type of post-event attendee data is overall event feedback often from surveys.
The secondary focus is on gathering data on interest in future events, specific product and service
interest, and educational session and speaker feedback.

83%
Overall event feedback
Interest in future events

51%
42%

Product and service interest

35%

32%

Education session feedback

28%

Education speaker feedback
Timeline of buying interest

4%

Other
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HOW POST-EVENT DATA IS COLLECTED
Survey Question: How do you collect post-event data?
Email surveys are still the primary method to gather post-event attendee data, feedback, and event value
ratings. Thirty-eight percent are tracking social media posts and activity following the event.

66%

Post-event email survey

38%
37%

Social media posts, engagement, activity
Direct sales or sales inquiries tied to event

27%

Website users, site visits, and activity

18%
18%

Post-event interviews
Event mobile app survey and feedback

14%
11%

Event mobile app polling
Event mobile app usage analytics

5%

Other

HOW POST-EVENT DATA IS USED
Survey Question: How do you use data collected post-event?
Post-event data is mainly used to plan future events, according to 74% of the event professional
respondents. Sixty-four percent use it as part of their overall event measurement and ROI analysis
process. Sixty-two percent say they use their post-event data to help market future events.

Planning future events

64%
62%
62%

Overall event measurement, ROI
Marketing future events
Post-event communications

44%
42%

Post-event ﬁnancial analysis and reporting
Data for partners/sponsors/exhibitors

38%
37%

Education and speaker evaluations
Customer research/market analysis

17%

Vendor performance audit, communications

13%

Hotel room block audit
Other

74%

2%
The Power of Live Event Data
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HOW FAR IN ADVANCE ARE ATTENDEES AND
PROSPECTS ENGAGED BEFORE EVENT DATES
Survey Question: For your largest, most important event, how far in advance before the event dates do
you begin outreach to engage your attendees?
This question essentially asks when in the event cycle do event professionals start to market the event to
past attendees and prospective attendee. A total of 52% say their marketing window is under four months,
although 29% say it is between six and nine months. Only six percent say it is more than nine months out
and 11% say this process is on-going year-round.

40%

3 months or less

12%

24%

4 months

6 months

5%

9 months

6%

9+ months

11%

2%

Year round

Other

SOCIAL MEDIA CHANNELS USED TO ENGAGE ATTENDEES
PRE-EVENT, ON-SITE AND POST-EVENT
Survey Question: Which social media channels do you use pre-event, on-site, and post-event
to connect and engage with attendees?
Another focus of the study has been to quantify the most used social channels to engage with
attendees. Leading up to the start of the event, event professionals mainly use Facebook, Twitter, and
LinkedIn. Then on-site the key social platforms shift to Twitter, Instagram, and Facebook. After the event,
the top three are, in order, Facebook, YouTube, and Twitter.

88% 84%

82%
67%
52%

73%

84%
71%

78%

78% 73%

69%

52% 56%

55%

75% 71%

Facebook
Twitter

38%

Snapchat
Instagram
YouTube
LinkedIn

Pre-event

On-site

Post-event

The Power of Live Event Data
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EVENT ATTENDEE SURVEY INSIGHTS:
ATTENDEES' SOCIAL MEDIA CHANNEL USAGE PRE-EVENT AND ON-SITE

ATTENDEES SAY THEY MAINLY USE LINKEDIN AND
FACEBOOK BEFORE ATTENDING EVENTS AND WHILE
ON-SITE THEY USE TWITTER, FACEBOOK, AND INSTAGRAM.
EVENT PROFESSIONALS SEE CONSIDERABLE VALUE INTEGRATING DATA
WITH VARIOUS SYSTEMS AND PLATFORMS
Survey Question: Do you or would you find value in integrating your event data with the following
systems and platforms?
Sixty-seven percent of event professionals say they currently or would expect to find value integrating
attendee data with their CRM systems. This is followed by 66% saying they see value integrating data with
social media. A top goal, and challenge, for event professionals is getting various platforms to integrate to
provide a full picture of their events and attendees in one platform.

67%

66%

62%

CRM
Social media
Marketing automation
Expense management tools

25%
15%

Travel tools

1%

Other

HOW EFFECTIVE IS YOUR ORGANIZATION AT COLLECTING AND USING ATTENDEE DATA
Survey Question: Overall, please rate how effective your organization is at collecting and using your
attendee event data?
A total of 29% of event professionals say their organizations are extremely/very effective at collecting event
data compared to 23% that say they are extremely/very effective at actually using their data from events.

Collecting event data
Using event data

Extremely
eﬀective

Very
eﬀective

Eﬀective

Somewhat
eﬀective

Not at all
eﬀective

8%
10%

21%
13%

31%
27%

31%
39%

9%
11%
The Power of Live Event Data
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ARE EVENT PROFESSIONALS EFFECTIVE AT PROVIDING
ATTENDEES WITH FEEDBACK OPPORTUNITIES
Survey Question: How effective is your organization at providing attendees opportunities to tell you
what they want?
Interestingly, although there is an intense focus on the attendee experience, only a total of 34% of event
professionals say their organization is extremely or very effective at giving attendees opportunities to tell
them what they want and provide feedback.

5%

5%

28%

29%

Extremely eﬀective
Very eﬀective
Eﬀective

33%

Somewhat eﬀective
Not at all eﬀective

DO EVENT PROFESSIONALS ACTUALLY KNOW WHAT ATTENDEES DO AT THEIR EVENTS
Survey Question: How well do you know what attendees actually do at your events?
Similar to the previous question, the findings here suggest event professionals and their organizations can
do a better job quantifying what their attendees actually do when participating in their events and meetings
(i.e. an attendee’s physical footprint). While there is an increasing amount of data being captured and
analyzed, there are still major information and insight gaps in the event and meetings industry. Consider, as
the data shows, only 38% of event professionals say they know extremely or very well what their attendees
do at their events in terms of the level of insights gathered.

5%

8%

19%

38%

Extremely well
Very well

30%

Well
Somewhat well
Not at all well

The Power of Live Event Data
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MOST VALUABLE ASPECTS OF MOBILE EVENT APPS
Survey Question: Which of the following are the top five most valuable aspects of your mobile app?
Mobile event apps provide so many valuable elements. Event professionals consider the most important
mobile event app features to be attendee messaging and networking and the event agenda/schedule.
Apps give attendees and exhibitors quicker access to each other and help them be more efficient.

50%

Attendee messaging and networking

45%

Event agenda/schedule

29%

Attendee proﬁles

Other

17%

Beacons integration

2%

29%

Branding

Gamiﬁcation

3%

24%

Push notiﬁcations

Hosted/buyer appointment management

4%

Multilanguage

5%

20%

Exhibitor proﬁles

Slidesharing

6%
6%

19%

Speaker proﬁles

Multi-event functionality
Lead retrieval

7%

18%

On-site registration

Sponsor banners

8%

18%

Registration within app

Setting meetings with other attendees

9%

17%

Content capture

Customization

9%

17%

Personalized scheduling

Social networks sign in

9%

17%

Floor plan

Livestreaming

9%

15%

Maps

Live polling

11%

15%

Real time analytics

Surveying

13%

15%

Session ratings

EVENT ATTENDEE SURVEY INSIGHTS:

TOP FIVE MOST VALUABLE ASPECTS OF MOBILE EVENT APPS ACCORDING TO ATTENDEES
78%

EVENT AGENDA,
SCHEDULE

68%

M APS,
F L O O R PL AN

39%

38%

36%

SPE AKE R
PR O F I L E S

ATTE NDE E
ME SSA GING A ND
NE TWORKING

E XHIBITOR
PROF ILE S

There is a number of
interesting differences
when comparing the
attendee responses to
event professionals on the
most valuable aspects of
mobile event apps. In short,
attendees value mobile
events apps very highly, and
most value the key elements
listed above more than event
producers may understand.
The Power of Live Event Data
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II. ATTENDEE SURVEY FINDINGS
As part of The Power of Live Event Data research, Cvent and Event Marketer also surveyed a crosssection of event and meeting attendees and delegates.
Along with the new survey data, it's important to outline how attendees have been changing over the
past few years. Based on recent research conducted by Event Marketer, top event professionals see their
audiences changing in the following important ways –
Attendees of today are:
•

Using more technology and their mobile devices in particular.

•

Maximizing their time at events with plans and agendas.

•

Focused on networking.

•

More qualified and senior level.

•

Depending on the event and the industry served, audiences may be trending either younger or older.

•

Demanding of high-value and more customized content.

•

Seeking more value for their time and money.

The Power of Live Event Data
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EVENT COMMUNICATIONS AND TECHNOLOGIES ATTENDEES ENGAGE WITH PRE-EVENT
Survey Question: Which of the following event-related communications and technologies do you
typically interact with prior to attending important events?
Attendees mainly see emails from event organizers and visit event websites prior to attending.

Email

77%

Website

30%

Mobile app

25%
21%
19%
18%
15%

Whitepapers/downloadable content
Webinar/webcasts
Video
Surveys
SMS messaging
Livestreams
Matchmaking platforms
Virtual/augmented reality
Other

94%

5%
3%
2%
4%

INFORMATION PROVIDED BY ATTENDEES BEFORE EVENTS
Survey Question: Which of the following types of information do you often provide to the organizer of
an event you are attending?
Leading up to event participation, 88% percent of attendees surveyed say they provide event organizers
with their full contact information. Forty-one percent say they provide their initial education session
selections, as well as their decision-making level within their organizations.

88%

Full contact information

41%
41%
39%

Event session learning selections or preferences
Decision-making level
Product needs/wants

33%

Interest in attending other events

23%
23%
22%
21%

Social media handles/screennames
Interest in meeting with partners/sales reps at event
Timeline of buying interest/authority
Answers to sales-qualifying questions

14%
14%

Additional contacts at company the attendee works at
Budget
Other

1%
The Power of Live Event Data
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ATTENDEES' SOCIAL MEDIA CHANNEL USAGE PRE-EVENT AND ON-SITE
Survey Question: Which social media channels do you use pre-event and on-site at events – to follow
the event and learn more about it and related activities?
Attendees mainly use LinkedIn and Facebook before attending events, and while on-site they use Twitter,
Facebook, and Instagram.

93%
66%

65%

79%

96%

40%

Pre-event

71%

81%
60%

70%
50% 47%

Facebook

Instagram

Twitter

YouTube

Snapchat

LinkedIn

On-site

ON-SITE TECHNOLOGIES PROVIDE A BETTER EXPERIENCE FOR ATTENDEES

NO

12%

Survey Question: Do on-site technologies, like self-service registration kiosks and
device charging stations, help you have a better event experience?

YES
88%

Nearly nine out of ten attendees agree on-site technologies that are accessible and provide
a seamless experience improve their event experience.

PERCENTAGE OF ATTENDEES THAT DOWNLOADS MOBILE EVENT APPS

NO

34%

Survey Question: Do you download and use the event’s mobile app?

YES
66%

Two out of three attendees surveyed say they download mobile event apps provided by event
producers, and 43% say they typically download the app within one to three days before the event.

WHEN ATTENDEES DOWNLOAD EVENT APPS
Survey Question: When do you typically download an event app?
Twenty-two percent of attendees download the event app when they get on-site and close to half
download the app within one to three days of the event.

22%

43%

On-site at the event

16%

7% 0% 12%

Within 1 to 3 days of the event
Within 1 week of the event
Within a month of the event
More than a month before the event
When it's available to me

The Power of Live Event Data
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MOST VALUABLE ASPECTS OF MOBILE EVENT APPS ACCORDING TO ATTENDEES
Survey Question: Which of the following are the top five most valuable aspects of the best mobile
event apps that you have recently used?
In addition to the event agenda/schedule, the next most important aspects of mobile event apps to
attendees are maps/floorplan, exhibitor profiles, attendee messaging and networking, and attendee and
speaker profiles.

78%

Event agenda/schedule

68%

Maps, ﬂoorplan

40%

Exhibitor proﬁles

39%

Attendee messaging and networking

34%

Attendee proﬁles

34%

Speaker proﬁles

30%

Registration within app

Multilanguage

2%

Sponsor banners

4%

Push notiﬁcations

6%

Gamiﬁcation

6%

29%

Personalized scheduling

Real time analytics

7%

26%

On-site registration

Social networks sign in

8%

19%

Content capture

Livestreaming

10%

19%

Live polling

Surveying

11%

18%

Lead retrieval

Setting meetings with other attendees

12%

17%

Receive push notiﬁcations

Slidesharing

14%

17%

Session ratings

Personalization

14%

15%

Hosted/buyer appointment management

The Power of Live Event Data
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MOST EFFECTIVE ON-SITE EVENT TECHNOLOGIES TO ATTENDEES
Survey Question: What is the most effective use of on-site technologies at events?
Attendees primarily value on-site event technology to assist with making check-in and registration faster
and more efficient. This is followed by helping them to acquire education and learning.

For helping speed up checking in, getting
into sessions, signing up for things

75%
44%

Better learning
Capturing content I can share with
my social or professional networks

41%

Setting up meetings with
partners/exhibitors/event sales team

40%
37%

For meeting fellow attendees
Having fun/entertainment

19%

ABOUT THE EVENT ATTENDEE SURVEY RESPONDENTS
Some of the key industry sectors represented by the attendee respondents include IT, medical, retail,
financial and professional services, education, and manufacturing. Sixty-four percent expect to attend one
to five major corporate events, conventions, exhibitions, or conferences this year, and 27% will participate
in between six to ten events. While 31% of the respondents, the largest percentage, are Managers, 27%
are C-level Executives. In addition, a total of 30% are either Vice Presidents or Directors.

The Power of Live Event Data
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CONCLUSION
From pre-event to on-site to post-event, technology is intertwined with the live event and meeting experience.
The technology is generating a considerable amount of data.
The findings from The Power of Live Event Data show that event professionals know the value of event data
and their audience information. It's clear: better understanding audiences enables event producers to drive
more attendance and produce a better experience. Event professionals are also in search of the ability to prove
attendee and exhibitor ROI in more quantitative ways.
But many event professionals are struggling to harness this data and information. They are searching for the right
platforms and software solutions, as well as the right team skill-sets to manage and glean actionable insights
from the large amounts of data they and their attendees and exhibitors are generating.
Better managing and analyzing data requires a strategy and the right technology partner. It also requires focus
on encouraging and capturing quality attendee feedback. The value of doing this effectively provides the ability to
access and understand more of the elements that drive participation decisions and prompt attendees to register.
By collecting more data and integrating an attendee’s digital engagement (such as emails opened, webpages
visited) with their physical footprint (such as sessions attended, exhibitors visited), event professionals can do the
following more effectively:
• Targeted messaging, special offers, and communications.
• Improve education content programming.
• Foster two-way communication with attendees.
• Provide more data and insights to marketing and sales.
• Deliver more value to exhibitors and sponsors.
• Better track event performance and ROI.
• Provide more seamless service before, during and after events and meetings.

The understanding that events and data have a powerful and unique relationship is not new. In fact, this has
been a focus of top event producers and meeting planners for much of this decade so far. What’s needed is
understanding what the data means and how event professionals can use it to drive business and improve the
attendee experience. Better harnessing event and meetings data, with a focus on attendees will remain critical
for the rest of this decade and well beyond.
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METHODOLOGY AND ABOUT THE RESPONDENTS
In July and August 2017, Cvent and Event Marketer conducted a survey of leading association and
corporate meeting planners and exhibition producers. A total of 406 responded to the survey. The
response is from an elite group representing many of the largest event management organizations and
corporations in the world. A separate survey of convention, conference, and event attendees was also
conducted and received over 200 responses.

EVENT PROFESSIONALS: TYPE OF ORGANIZATION

26%

22%

Association/Non-Proﬁt
For-Proﬁt Exhibition/Trade Show Producer

25%

21%

Conference Producer

7%

Other

Corporation with Event Programs

EVENT PROFESSIONALS: INDUSTRY SECTOR SERVED BY LARGEST,
MOST IMPORTANT EVENT
17%
Food and Beverage

Information Technology

Aviation and Aerospace

Education

12%

Building and Construction

Financial Services

9%

Natural Resources, Energy

Manufacturing and Industrial

8%

8%

8%

Professional Services

Medical, Healthcare and Pharmaceutical

7%
5%

5%

Entertainment and Media

4%

3%

Consumer Electronics and Mobile
Technology/Telecommunications

2%

2%

2%

2%

2%

2%

1%

1%

Retail
Sports and Recreation
Transportation

Consumer Products

Agency

Automative and Trucking

Other
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EVENT PROFESSIONALS: NUMBER OF ATTENDEES AT LARGEST,
MOST IMPORTANT EVENT

32%

19%

11%

6%

31%

Under 500

2,501 to 5,000

501 to 1,000

More than 5,001

1,001 to 2,500

EVENT PROFESSIONALS: NUMBER OF EVENTS PRODUCED BY ORGANIZATION

39%
22%
13%

12%

7%

5%

2%

1 to 5

51 to 100

6 to 10

101 to 500

11 to 25

Over 500

26 to 50

EVENT PROFESSIONALS: EVENTS PRODUCED OUTSIDE OF THE U.S.

60% YES

40% NO

EVENT PROFESSIONALS: LOCATIONS WHERE EVENTS ARE PRODUCED
OUTSIDE OF THE U.S.

36%

35%
30%

29%

25%
16%

14%

11%

7%

Asia

South America

Australia/New Zealand

Canada

Europe

Latin America

Middle East

Other

Africa
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ABOUT EVENTMARKETER
Event Marketer Magazine was founded in 2002 to
serve the information needs of strategic brand-side
event marketers and agency executives across the
spectrum of face-to-face marketing–including mobile
marketing, mall marketing, street events, trade shows,
corporate events, proprietary events, virtual events, buzz
marketing, PR campaigns, sponsorships, business-tobusiness events, and press events. It has become the
world’s most respected provider of content for the event
and trade show category. Our portfolio includes our
flagship magazine, twice-monthly EM Buzz e-newsletter,
the annual Experiential Marketing Summit executive
conference, the Ex Awards, the annual EventTech
technology conference, the Experience Design &
Technology Awards, and more.
The mission of the Event Marketer Research and
Consulting Group is to help our clients enhance their
professional performance by providing comprehensive
research, analysis, and education related to emerging
trends and insights into event management and
marketing strategy, as well as creating a growing list
of productivity tools and professional networking
opportunities to foster information exchange.

Event Marketer / Access Intelligence
761 Main Avenue
Norwalk, CT 06855
(203) 854-6730
www.eventmarketer.com
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ABOUT CVENT
Cvent, Inc. is a leading cloud-based enterprise
event management company, with tens of
thousands of customers and more than 2,600
employees worldwide. Cvent offers software
solutions to event planners for online event
registration, venue selection, event management,
mobile apps for events, email marketing, and web
surveys. Cvent provides hoteliers with an integrated
platform, enabling properties to increase group
business demand through targeted advertising
and improve conversion through proprietary
demand management and business intelligence
solutions. Cvent solutions optimize the entire event
management value chain and have enabled clients
around the world to manage hundreds of thousands
of meetings and events. For more information,
please visit cvent.com, or connect with us on
Facebook, Twitter or LinkedIn.
ABOUT US
• Founded in 1999
• Headquartered in the Washington, DC Metro Area
with offices in Europe, Asia, and Australia
• More than 2,500+ employees worldwide
• More than 16,500+ customers in 100 countries

CONTACT US
If you have a media inquiry or general question, please
contact us at corporatecommunications@cvent.com
www.cvent.com
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